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Resonant to Host Meetings in Las Vegas
During 2016 Consumer Electronics Show
GOLETA, Calif.-- Resonant Inc. (NASDAQ: RESN), a creator of innovative filter designs for
radio frequency front-ends (RFFEs) for the mobile device industry, will be hosting meetings
January 6 and 7 during the 2016 Consumer Electronics Show (CES) in Las Vegas.

Investors and analysts interested in scheduling a one-on-one meeting with Resonant
management to discuss the business and the market for its innovative filter designs for the
RFFE can contact Lynn Orenstein in Drexel Hamilton’s corporate access department at 212-
632-0413, or contact Resonant via email at: IR@resonant.com.

About Resonant Inc.

Resonant (RESN) is a late-stage development company creating innovative filter designs for
the RF front-end for the mobile device industry. The RFFE is the circuitry in a mobile device
responsible for RF analog signal processing and is located between the device’s antenna
and its digital baseband. Filters are a critical component of the RFFE that selects the desired
radio frequency signals and rejects unwanted signals.

Using a patented, fundamentally new technology called Infinite Synthesized Networks™
(ISN™), Resonant has developed a new method of designing RF filters that can displace
conventional filters by providing significant cost and size reductions, fewer components and
improved performance. ISN can improve Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) filters to work in
difficult, Bulk Acoustic Wave (BAW) bands with performance that is competitive with best in
class products that exist on the market today. These capabilities will also allow Resonant to
create filter designs that tune between multiple bands. Resonant plans to market these
tunable designs, which would replace several existing filters while significantly reducing the
overall size and cost of the RFFE. For more information, please visit www.resonant.com.
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